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Miss ion & Vis ion

 µ To strengthen a culture of academic 
excellence. 

 µ To strengthen students’ personality 
with character building, team working, 
physical development and a sense of 
leadership. 

 µ To instill a sense of nationalism and 
communal harmony. 

 µ To inculcate a sensitivity to the concerns 
of the environment. 

 µ To help students advance technologically 
without compromising rich values and 
our cultural heritage. 

 µ To prepare students for advanced 
academic study.



Dear Parents,

Like a page taken out of Tolkien, the visage of DPS Patna East rises in spectacular 
abundance catching the visitor by surprise. Nestled between lush green fields with the river 
as a backdrop, the school remains a distinctive blend of traditions and modernity. Students 
here are taught not what they must believe in but essentially to discover the source from 
which to derive their faith. 

The geographical seclusion of DPS, Patna East does not keep it away from the pace of 
the world. Instead, it allows students to explore further and wider with a greater sense of 
independence under the keen eye of the teachers that hold the bulwark of the school. New 
age pedagogies and technologies are an integral part of academia at DPS, Patna East, where 
the sharing of knowledge and strengthening of faculty skillset is part of academic culture. 
The academic program at DPS Patna East has been designed to be progressive and dynamic 
staying relevant to its students and the times. Academics at school today is a programme 
that fulfills the remits of the National Education Policy and is synergized with that of the 
NEP to enhance the teaching-learning experience at school.

The curriculum weaves into itself the elements that foster global citizenry, service towards 
community, awareness of the environment all with a sense of self-worth. At DPS we believe 
that academics is not a transactional process but one that is built on sound teacher-learner 
relationship. It has therefore been the goal to make learning at School inclusive and a process 
that is not limited within the four walls of a classroom but continues to thrive beyond it.  

With a confluence of cultures, practices, and beliefs the school community is a celebration of 
diversity. The fabric of school life is an assimilation of multiplicity that gives it its distinctive 
cosmopolitan ethos. The length and breadth of academia to cultural pursuits ranges from the 
classical music to the folk dances to the arts of the contemporary world, child is empowered 
to be a constant self-learner devoted to the pursuits of excellence as well as happiness. It has 
long been sown in the very construct of life at school that quality education does not reflect 
merely in achievements or grades but is etched in the very bearing of a student and their 
perception of the world around them. 

In an environment that nourishes learning as much of the learner as of the teacher, 
that empowers with the freedom to innovate without the fear of failure, that 
believes truth to be the strength and celebrates plurality, the hall-
mark of DPS Patna East remain students whose unique spirit 
is marked not by an axiom but the discovery of self. 

~Dr. Vidhukesh Vimal

Dr. Vidukesh Vimal, our Principal, is a brilliant 

career educationist and comes to us with a rich 

and illustrious experience. In the past he has 

served at prestigious schools like Doon School, 

Dehradun, Mayo College, Ajmer and The Assam 

Valley School, Assam where he was 

the Headmaster.

From the 

PRINCIPAL’S DESK



Welcome to  the

DPS FAMILY

V. K. Shunglu 
Chairman 
Delhi Public School Society

The meaning of education for each progressive generation assumes different 
dimensions based upon the infusion of new pedagogical innovations and 
newer methodologies and technologies. Therein lies the mantra of success 
of The Delhi Public School Society, which is today one of the most respected 
entities in the K-12 sector, not only in India, but the entire globe.

What started as a humble school in 1949 from the Presidential Estate, 
has over seven decades grown into a family of over 207 member schools 
spread across the length and breadth of our country and in other Asian and 
African countries.

One of the greatest strength of the DPS family is the vast pool of talent 
and experience that comes as a natural legacy to each new school that is 
established under the aegis of DPSS. This rich learning experience and the 
deep insight gets passed-on by default and immensely benefits the nascent 
schools in hitting the ground running—a situation that benefits all the 
stakeholders.

Delhi Public School Patna East comes with that same lineage and shares the 
mission and vision of the Delhi Public School Society. Additionally, coming 
up on a 17-acre campus, it will emerge as one of the largest among the DPS 
fraternity.

DPSS extends the best wishes to all prospective parents who are desirous 
of providing a truly world-class learning environment to their wards that 
is immersive and experiential, that imbues Indian ethos and values, that 
sensitizes to the growing global environmental concerns and that which 
will groom them to assume the role of global leaders of tomorrow.

Shree B. K. Chaturvedi 
Vice-Chairman 
Delhi Public School Society



For almost seven decades now, the DPS Society has 
developed with a spirit and a vision. Today it stands 
as a citadel of learning and a harbinger of quality 
consciousness, committed to developing the minds and 
initiatives of children. The vitality of the classrooms, the 
energy of the playing fields and the open friendliness 
of the work environment, have enabled DPS students 
to reach their fullest potential–whether in securing 
distinctions in the board examinations or winning 
national and international accolades in drama, debates or 
sports. Outstanding board results and securing enviable 
positions in the entrance tests to various professional 
colleges and institutes of international repute are the 
accepted identity of a DPS school.

Innovation is fundamental to DPS learning programmes 
and its faculty has endeavored to revolutionize in terms of 
ideas and practices, to match the demands of twenty-first 
century educational trends and global associations. The pri-
mary focus is on meaningful and joyful learning. Academia 
from the country and abroad, meet to exchange and par-
take of diverse cultural and intellectual experiences.

Educational programmes evolve from the felt needs, in-
corporating contextual issues and challenges. Activities 
and events related to value education, environment, 
health education, games and sports, visual and perform-
ing arts, culture and heritage, international experience 
sharing, personality development etc., are effectively wo-
ven into the main fabric of school curriculum.

Citadel of learning and a harbinger 
of quality consciousness

 µ The aim is to preserve and enhance the highest 
standards of excellence and prepare generations 
for the 21st century.

 µ DPS students are helped to master the expanding 
horizons of technology as also become the 
repository of a deep commitment to Indian ethos 
and culture in its pristine form.

 µ DPS students are equipped to access the best 
opportunities of growth and advancement by being 
prepared linguistically and culturally for them. The 
concept of enlightened citizens of the world will be 
the backdrop of all their endeavours.

 µ DPS Students are carefully sensitized to 
environmental concerns, the feeling of nationalism 
and communal harmony.

 µ Everyone understands the contemporary 
challenges of education and commit to fulfilling 
collective responsibilities towards children  
in the country.



17-ACRE CAMPUS

Delhi Public School Patna East, towards the eastern 
periphery of the city, is an architectural marvel. A micro-
city in itself, the sprawling 17-acre campus, has been designed 
to enable and foster natural learning. Apart from housing 
the academic and other essential blocks, acres of open 
green area with soothing water bodies, landscaped flora 
and international standard sport complexes is designed to 
enthuse both the body and the mind.

Separate Administrative Building, visitors’ parking and bus 
bays have been strategically located so as not to disturb the 
teaching-learning process.

Several activity area, open air auditorium, amphitheatre, and 
motor skill development tools afford students opportunities 
to hone their locomotor skills. These are the nooks and 
crannies that nurture bonds of camaraderie and friendships 
that last a lifetime and help in creating the future alumna 
and alumnus for the school.

Our campus is a home away from home with boarding facilities that surpass 
even the best residential schools in India. 

One of the largest in India and the biggest in Bihar, DPS Patna East 
comes not only with cutting-edge education, but also with world-
class boarding facilities





AGE APPROPRIATE 
INFRASTRUCTURE



The Junior Block
A thoughtfully planned space, keeping the needs of 
growing young children in mind, every minute detail 
has been given importance. Age-appropriate furniture, 
glare-free ambient lighting, centrally air-conditioned 
classrooms and a pleasing colour pallet will work in 
tandem to keep the little ones happy and energetic. The 

Junior Block will house children from Pre-Nursery to 
Class V.

The Senior Block
After Class V children graduate to the Senior Wing. 
Classes VI to XII are held in this block. Apart from air-
conditioned classrooms, students will find here separate 
subject-oriented activity rooms with appropriate apparatus 
to promote hands-on experiential learning.

As students graduate to more formal learning with higher 
level of pure sciences in their syllabus, they will get access to 
elaborate and safe laboratories for pursuing and unraveling 
the mysteries of science.

The Sports Complex
To hone students’ prowess at 

outdoor and indoor sports, 
international level tennis, 

basketball, soccer and cricketing 
facilities will be provided. Athletic 

tracks along with other free-form 
sports will be promoted. Sporting-

activity will form an integral part 
of the curriculum for promotion of 

teamwork, high ethical standards 
of sportsmanship and healthy 

competitiveness.



CURRICULUM AND PEDAGOGY
DPS Patna East follows the syllabus as prescribed by the CBSE. It is our constant endeavour 
to direct each child to become a motivated lifelong learner by experiencing the joy of 
discovery and the ownership of results. Our curriculum has been structured to ensure that 
knowledge is imparted through a combination of resources and techniques, thus making 
the learning process exciting and easy to comprehend.





Key Focus – Holistic 
Development

When we approach a child’s education and 
focus solely on academic abilities, that child 

does not develop the complete set of skills they 
need to become a satisfied, successful adult. 

Holistic development focuses on the social, 
emotional, physical, mental, and intellectual growth 

of a child. Taking a holistic approach to education 
means focusing on all aspects of a child’s growth, not 

just their academic advancements. Most importantly, it’s 
about establishing the child’s overall well-being.

Holistic development encompasses three processes: biological, 
cognitive and social-emotional which involves bodily changes, 

brain development, thinking, intelligence, language skills, 
personality, emotions and interpersonal connections.
Our school focuses on these three processes that influence and 
impact each other and neither of them is mutually exclusive.

Evaluation – To Strengthen Every 
Child’s Learning Curve
An important area where DPS Patna East differs from other 
schools is in its evaluation methodology. Till Class II the focus 
is on the growth and development of the overall personality of 
each child. From Class III onwards formal evaluation provides 
feedback to parents. Assignments are given on a regular basis 
keeping in mind the academic requirements. Every child is also 
closely observed and monitored for extra-curricular abilities. 
Parent–teacher meetings provide an opportunity to discuss each 
child’s development.



Opportunities and Avenues
Waiting to be Explored

At DPS Patna East, we encourage each Dipsite to participate 
in cultural, literary and social activities. Activity periods 
built into the curriculum open avenues of exploration and 
pursuit of hobbies. Our comprehensive sports complex 
encourages participation in various indoor and outdoor 
activities fostering team spirit, loyalty and unity.

SPORTS FACILITIES
The Sports complex at DPS Patna East will comprise indoor 
and outdoor sports facilities and an Olympic-size temperature 
controlled swimming pool complex of international standard. 
Qualified coaches will train the students in sports depending 
upon their interests and aptitude.

Outdoor sports facilities comprise football and cricket 
grounds; basketball and volleyball courts too. Athletics also 
is a part of the overall development of your child. There is 
indoor sports areas for games such as table tennis, badmin-
ton, etc., and activity areas for yoga, chess, carrom, etc.

CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
Dance, music, art and craft give every child an opportunity 
to showcase his/her talent and skills.

LITERARY ACTIVITIES
Theatre holds a very special place in the learning process at 
DPS Patna East. We hold creative writing and story telling 
sessions so that children can expand their creative horizons 
and ignite their imagination. Debates, quiz and elocution 
are also held to bring out the best in your child.

EXPLORATION OF HOBBIES 
During hobby classes, all students pursue their own inter-
ests through different clubs set up for activities ranging 
from yoga to technology and from fine arts to literary ac-
tivities.

EXCURSIONS AND OFF-CAMPUS 
PROJECTS
Outings, picnics and excursions form an integral part of 
the learning process at DPS Patna East. Students partici-
pate and engage in a variety of environmental and scientific 
projects related to their study area.





World Class Boarding Experience
A home away from home

The Boarding House at Delhi Public School Patna (East) 
is a fine blend of comfort and safety where structures and 
open spaces merge beautifully to create a vibrant environ-
ment for congenial coexistence. Boarders at DPS Patna 
(East) would find the school campus an extension of their 
home; a place where learning takes place in a caring and 
safe environment under the care of experienced pastoral 
staff.Sense of responsibility, religious tolerance, organiza-
tion skills and patience is inculcated in students at DPS 
Patna (East) Boarding. Staying with pupils from diverse 
backgrounds and cultures, students at boarding develop a 
better understanding of issues that affect globally.



Campus: NH-31, Daulatpur AIMA, Patna
info@dpspatnaeast.com  |  www.dpspatnaeast.com
Phones: +91-628708-2222/3333/90600 16889
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